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ABSTRACT

Tucson and Pima County officials, like many elsewhere in the 

country, are currently considering urban growth policies, including 

considerations of higher density urban development. The research 

literature on the effects of density and overcrowding does not lead 

to a clear conclusion. Data for the City of Tucson are used in this 

correlation study to investigate the association between density or 

crowding and available indicators of social disorganization. The 

conclusion is that both appear to be related to some types of social 

disorganization but that the correlations between crowding and social 

disorganization appear to be a result of income and race factors.
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INTRODUCTION

Lately, urban planning has become a much talked about subject 

in Pima County. Tucson residents are complaining about the ever in

creasing sprawl of the metropolitan area. Some candidates for the 

County Board of Supervisors are running on planning platforms. Land 

developers are contributing heavily to the campaign funds of other 

candidates, presumably in order to maintain a board which will concede 

the rezoning of lands which is necessary to keep building at low densi

ties throughout the Tucson metropolitan region. City planners are 

calling for high density corridors within the city, but rezoning for 

higher density residential and commercial development is generally op

posed by neighboring residents. Opposition to higher density develop

ment is often based on issues such as the blocking of scenic views, the 

interruption of television reception, increased levels of noise, and 

traffic. Planners point out the beneficial effects of higher density 

development to a mass transit system and the resultant conservation of 

land, but no one, it seems, is willing to accept high density develop

ment within their neighborhood.

Planners, both with the City of Tucson and Pima County, have 

concerned themselves with only the physical consequences of high den

sity development. Although claiming to take a systemic point of view 

in relationship to zoning and planning matters, city and county plan

ners, as well as elected officials, have neglected or discounted the
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importance of the social components of the urban system. Proponents 

and, surprisingly enough, opponents of higher density development 

within Tucson have overlooked the current research on the social ef

fects of high structural densities and dwelling unit overcrowding.

Most planners have long accepted the common notion that social dis

organization is related only to dwelling unit overcrowding and have 

discounted any connection between high density development and social 

disorganization without studying the facts or without conducting their 

own studies.

For example, Schmitt (1966, p. 38) conducted a study to deter

mine "which measure [was] more closely identified with social disorgan

ization, population per net acre or persons per room." He controlled 

for the effects of education and income and concluded that overcrowding 

is not unimportant, but that "density is obviously the more significant 

variable" (p. 38).

Studies with animals and insects both in the laboratory and in 

the wild have shown that when populations reach high or seemingly even 

moderate levels that strange things can occur. For instance, Christian, 

Flyger, and Davis (i960) conducted a study of the deer population of a 

150-acre island in the Chesapeake Bay. A pair of deer had been placed 

on the island in the 1920s and since then the deer population had 

thrived on the island. It was found that "when the population on the 

island reached one deer per acre, however, the signs of glandular over

activity and acute stress appeared and despite favorable food and 

weather conditions the deer began to die off" (Linton 1970, p. 17).
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The classic studies of Dr. John B. Calhoun (1962) showed that 

rats would not exceed a certain threshold population when confined to a 

fixed area even with unlimited supplies of food, water, and nesting ma

terial. The rats in these studies showed high rates of infant mortal

ity, high rates of unsuccessful pregnancies, and behavior disturbances 

including cannibalism, sexual deviation, improper nest building, patho

logical withdrawal, and frantic over-activity.

Some medical and psychological studies have found a positive 

relationship between density, overcrowding and social disorganization.

Leo Srole et al. (1962) reported some incredible findings from a study 

conducted in midtown Manhattan. Utilizing psychiatric interview tech

niques in the Yorkville district, the study found that "80 percent of 

the people interviewed had symptoms of psychiatric disorders and about 

25 percent had neuroses which could disrupt their daily lives" (Linton 

1970, p. 31), which meant that nearly a quarter of the population was 

found to be indistinguishable from the patients in mental hospitals.

Herman Lantz (1953, p. 324), using a sample of one thousand 

servicemen, found that "the general pattern is fairly consistent and is 

suggestive of a greater degree of mental health for persons reared in 

sparsely populated regions when compared with densely populated regions."

For each of the previous studies another one can be found which 

contradicts or in some way refutes these findings. For example, Schmitt 

(1963, p. 210) conducted research on Hong Kong which is "one of the most 

densely populated territories in the world. Overall density is 13 per

sons per gross acre, and individual neighborhoods exceed 2,800.
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Residential floor space averages 155 square feet per household or 32 

square feet per occupant." Schmitt observed that "unlike congested 

areas in the United States, however, Hong Kong has relatively low 

death, disease, and social disorganization rates" (p. 210).

Freedman (1971, p. 86) reported from a series of studies that 

he "found evidence that degree of crowding influences competitiveness, 

a jury's severity of sentencing, and a person's liking for others.

But, men and women seem to respond in opposite ways to the degree of 

crowding." These results though were from experiments conducted with 

one-sex groups and Freedman went on to report that "when men and women 

are mixed, there are no effects of density" (p. 86).

Dr. Alexander Kessler (in Linton 1970) conducted a population 

growth study using mice. When he terminated his experiment there were 

800 mice in one pen and 1000 mice in another— more than ten times the 

number observed by anyone else. "Female mice were conceiving and giv

ing birth. They were nursing young, although not necessarily their 

own: there were pups everywhere, and whenever a female stopped moving,

a pup could latch on long enough to get some milk. There was relatively 

little strife; there was some withdrawal" (p. 22).

Even though the research findings on the social effects of den

sity and crowding are contradictory, the positive findings cannot be 

brushed aside lightly. Since Tucson and Pima County are in the throes 

of reconsidering the urban growth policy in relation to high or low 

density development and because of the supporting yet contradictory re

search done on the topic of density and crowding, this author undertook
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the problem of conducting a study of the City of Tucson to determine 

if density and overcrowding were related to social disorganization and 

to determine, if possible, the more significant variable of the two.



HYPOTHESES

The hypotheses of this study were:

(1) That as density increased so would social disorganization 

increase. The operational hypothesis was that when low structural den

sity variables were correlated with social disorganization variables 

the result would be low or negative correlation coefficients and that 

when high structural density variables were correlated with social 

disorganization variables high positive correlation coefficients would 

result.

(2) That as dwelling unit crowding increased so would social 

disorganization increase. The operational hypothesis was that the low 

intensity crowding variables when correlated with the social disorgani

zation variables would result in low or negative correlation coeffi

cients and that the high intensity crowding variables when correlated 

with the social disorganization variables would result in higher posi

tive correlation coefficients.

(3) That no difference would exist between the strength of the 

relationship between social disorganization with density or crowding. 

The operational hypothesis was that the correlation coefficients be

tween density and social disorganization and between crowding and 

social disorganization would not be significantly different.
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METHODS OF STUDY

Using the forty-seven census tracts which compose the City of 

Tucson as the units of analysis, measures of structural density and 

dwelling unit crowding, each from 1970 U.S. Census reports, were corre

lated with rates of crime and problem drinking. The U.S. Census re

ports provided data on the number of dwelling units in a structure in 

five classes. These classes were one unit per structure, two units per 

structure, three and four units per structure, five to forty-nine units 

per structure, and fifty or more dwelling units per structure. Struc

tural density was defined as the percent of units within each of the 

five classes using the total number of dwelling units in each census 

tract as the base. For each census tract,

7o Structural Density Number of units in class 
Total number of units 100.

Crowding within each dwelling unit was defined as the number of 

persons per room. This was computed by the U.S. Census by dividing the 

number of persons living in the unit by the number of rooms in the 

dwelling unit. Three classes were available for each census tract. 

These were one person or less per room, 1.01 to 1.51 persons per room, 

and 1.51 or more persons per room. The figures which were given and 

thus recorded were the number of dwelling units in each census tract 

which fell into the above classes of crowding.
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Another density variable and crowding variable were created by 

means of a data transformation option within the statistical package. 

The median crowding variable for each tract was computed by means of 

the following formula:

Median Crowding = (A x 10) + (B x 20) + (C x 30)------- aT T T c------- 1 ' 10

where A, B, and C are the number of dwelling units in each of the above 

classes of crowding.

The median density variable for each census tract was computed 

by means of the following formula:

Median Density = (A x 1) + (B x 2) + (C x 3) + (D x 4) + (E x 5)

where A, B, C, D, and E are the percentages for structural density in 

each of the five density classes.

Seven types of crime were used as indicators of social disorgan 

ization. These were criminal homicide, forcible rape, robbery, assault 

burglary, larceny, and automobile theft. A percentage was calculated 

for each of these types of crime for each census tract. The following 

example for robbery shows the formula which was used to calculate these 

percentages.

7 Rnhh Number of robberies within the tract .
y " Total number of robberies within the city

A percentage of total crimes was calculated for each tract using the 

following formula.
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7o Total Crime Total of all crimes in the tract 
Total of all crimes in all tracts X 100

Crime data were gathered from City of Tucson Police records and 

covered the last six months of 1970. During this period there were 18 

criminal homicides, 39 forcible rapes, 231 robberies, 214 assaults,

2006 burglaries, 1037 larcenies, and 949 automobile thefts for a total 

of 4494 crimes. Although this crime index, as well as the density and 

crowding indexes, did not remove variation due to the different size 

populations in each census tract, this was controlled for in the data 

analysis.

■ Also used as an indicator of social disorganization was the 

percentage of problem drinkers in each census tract. Data were fur

nished by the Alcoholism Task Force. The task force defined a problem 

drinker as any individual who came in contact with an agency as a re

sult of a problem in which drinking was a major contributing factor.

The criteria used for identification of problem drinkers who have come 

in contact with law enforcement agencies were two arrests for an 

alcohol-related offense.

The mean income for each census tract, the percent of Negro 

population in each census tract, and the percent of total population in 

each census tract were also recorded and used as control variables in 

the data analysis.

The data were analyzed by means of the Statistical Package for 

the Social Sciences run on a CDC 6400 computer.



RESULTS

The Appendix contains the detailed statistical results of this 

study. Shown are Kendall correlation coefficients between the density 

variables and the social disorganization variables and between the 

crowding variables and the social disorganization variables, partial 

correlation coefficients for these same relationships, and the statis

tical significance of each coefficient. The correlation coefficients 

used in this section were drawn from these more detailed results in the 

Appendix.

This section pays particular attention to the variables "total 

crime" and "problem drinking." The total crime variable was a compos

ite of the seven other crime variables while the problem drinking var

iable was the only variable calculated on the basis of the residence of 

the person in trouble whereas the other crime variables were based on 

the place where the crime was committed, not on the residence of the 

person who committed the crime.

Table 1 shows the simple correlation coefficients that resulted 

when "median density" was correlated with the social disorganization 

variables. Table 2 shows the partial correlation coefficients between 

"median density" and the social disorganization variables controlling 

for income, race, population variation, and crowding.

It will be noticed from Tables 1 and 2 that the simple corre

lation coefficient between ^median density" and "total crime" was equal

10



Table 1, Simple correlation coefficients between "median density" and the nine social disorgani
zation variables.

Criminal
homicide

Forcible
rape Robbery Assault Burglary Larceny Auto

theft
Total
crime

Problem
drinking

Median
density .06 .24 .32 .05 .26 .21 .24 .24 .16

Significance .283 .012 .002 .304 .007 .026 .011 .011 .065

Table 2. Partial correlation coefficients between "median density" 
zation variables.

and the nine social disorgani-

Criminal
homicide

Forcible
rape Robbery Assault Burglary Larceny Auto

theft
Total
crime

Problem
drinking

Median
density .12 .19 .45 .35 .43 .46 .31 .50 .14

Significance .227 .112 .002 .011 .002 .001 .023 .001 .192
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to to .24 but that the partial correlation coefficient between "median 

density" and "total crime" was equal to .50 which was significant at 

the .001 level.

Table 2 also shows that significant relationships existed be

tween "median density" and "robbery," "burglary," "larceny," and a 

slightly weaker association with "assault," and "auto theft." Note 

also that the relationships between "median density" and "criminal 

homicide," "forcible rape," and "problem drinking" while not statisti

cally significant were in a positive direction.

Table 3 shows the simple correlation coefficients between the 

other five density classes and the total crime variable. Table 4 dis

plays the partial correlation coefficients between the five density 

classes and "total crime" while controlling for income, race, popula

tion variation, and crowding.

Tables 3 and 4 reveal several interesting things. First, note 

in both tables the significant difference between the correlation co

efficient at the density level of one dwelling unit per structure and 

that of the density level of fifty or more dwelling units per structure. 

Second, note that the correlation coefficients at the density level of 

one dwelling unit per structure were negative and at all other levels 

of density were positive in sign. Third, note that the correlation co

efficients increased markedly when income, race, population, and crowd

ing variables were controlled for.

Tables 5 and 6 display simple and partial correlation coeffi

cients between "median crowding" and the nine social disorganization
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Table 3. Simple correlation coefficients between "total crime" and the
five density variables.

1 DU per 2 DU per 3-4 DU per
structure structure structure

5 to 49 DU 
per

structure

50 or more 
DU per 

structure

Total crime -.22 .10 .18 .24 .30

Significance .021 .173 .049 .013 .003

Table 4. Partial correlation coefficients between "total crime" and
the five density variables.

1 DU per 2 DU per 3-4 DU per
structure structure structure

5 to 49 DU 
per

structure

50 or more 
DU per 

structure

Total crime -.48 .11 .48 .31 .54

Significance .001 .238 .001 .021 .001



Table 5, Simple correlation coefficients between 1’median crowding" and the nine social disorgani- 
tion variables.

Criminal
homicide

Forcible Robb 
rape y Assault Burglary Larceny Auto

theft
Total
crime

Problem
drinking

Median
crowding -.16 .06 .00 .04 .27 .37 .13 .26 -.30

Significance .060 .287 .488 .351 .006 .001 .117 .007 .003

Table 6. Partial correlation coefficients between "median crowding 
tion variables.

" and the nine social disorgani-

Criminal
homicide

Forcible
rape Robbery Assault Burglary Larceny Auto

theft
Total
crime

Problem
drinking

Median
crowding -.14 .24 .32 -.13 .10 .13 .02 .09 -.21

Significance .194 .062 .018 .212 .253 .206 .451 .287 .093



variables. In this case also, the partial correlations were computed 

while controlling for income, race, population, and density.

Table 5 shows that the simple correlation coefficient between 

the median crowding variable and "total crime" equaled .09 and was not 

statistically significant. It will be recalled that the partial corre

lation coefficient between "median density" and "total crime" equaled 

.50 and was significant at the .001 level.

A comparison of Tables 2 and 6 shows that, except for "forcible 

rape," the partial correlation coefficients between "median crowding" 

and the social disorganization variables are in negative directions or 

lower and less significant than the partial correlation coefficients 

between "median density" and the social disorganization variables.

Tables 7 and 8 show simple correlation coefficients and partial 

correlation coefficients between the three remaining crowding variables 

and the total crime variable. The partial correlations were computed 

while controlling for income, race, population, and density.

The simple correlation coefficients in Table 7 reveal a low 

level relationship between crowding and "total crime" with both the 

low intensity crowding variable and the high intensity crowding vari

able having equal correlation coefficients. When income, race, popu

lation variation, and density factors were controlled for, the rela

tionship between all levels of crowding and "total crime" decreased 

in magnitude and were not as statistically significant.

One important thing to notice from Tables 1 through 8 is the 

change in the strength of the correlation coefficients as income,

15
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Table 7. Simple correlation coefficients between "total crime" and 
the three crowding variables.

1.00 or 
fewer persons 

per room
1.01 to 
1.51 PPR

1.51 or 
more PPR

Total crime .26 .16 .26

Significance .007 .061 .007

Table 8. Partial correlation coefficients between 
the three crowding variables.

"total crime" and

1.00 or 1.01 tofewer persons 
per room

1.51 or 
more PPR

Total crime .09 -.03 .14

Significance .287 .427 .192
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population, and density or crowding were controlled for. In the case 

of the crowding variables, the correlations with social disorganiza

tion variables were weakened while the correlations between the density 

variables and the social disorganization variables were generally 

strengthened. This suggests that these control variables played a 

greater role in determining the relationship between crowding and so

cial disorganization than they did with density and social disorgani

zation.

As mentioned earlier, "problem drinking" was the only social 

disorganization variable that was recorded by the residence of the per

son with the social problem. Table 9 displays simple correlation co

efficients between "problem drinking" and both "median density" and 

"median crowding." Table 10 shows partial correlation coefficients 

between these same variables while controlling for income, race, and 

population factors and either density or crowding factors.

Although the correlation coefficients shown in Tables 9 and 10 

did not display a high level of statistical significance except for 

the r = -.30, it appears that "median density" was more positively re

lated with "problem drinking" and that "median crowding" was more neg

atively related with "problem drinking."
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Table 9. Simple correlation coefficients between "problem drinking" 
and the median density and median crowding variables.

Median
density

Median
crowding

Problem
drinking .16 -.30

Significance .065 .003

Table 10. Partial 
and the

correlation coefficients 
median density and median

between "problem drinking" 
crowding variables.

Median Median
density crowding

Problem
drinking .14 -.21

Significance .192 .093



DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study of the City of Tucson supported the 

first hypothesis that as residential structural density increased 

social disorganization increased. The partial correlation coefficients 

showed that this positive relationship between density and social dis

organization remained true and was even strengthened when income, race, 

population, and crowding factors were controlled for.

The results of this study did not support the second hypothesis 

that as crowding increased social disorganization increased. The sim

ple correlation coefficients showed that crowding was related to social 

disorganization but the partial correlation results showed that this 

relationship was greatly influenced by other factors. In the real 

world these other factors such as income and race cannot be factored 

out and controlled for as was done in the statistical analysis. The 

results showed that crowding was related to certain of the social dis

organization variables but the results of this study also showed that 

the common assumption that crowding per se results in increased levels 

of social disorganization was not true in this case.

The third hypothesis that density and crowding would not differ 

significantly in their relationship with social disorganization was not 

supported by the results. Ihe results of this study were much like 

those of Robert Schmitt which were reported earlier. Density was 

clearly the more significant variable in relation to social disorgani

zation.
19
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Host researchers are careful to point out that correlation in 

no way proves that a cause and effect relationship exists between the 

tested variables. Since this was a correlation study, this author 

must also state that the results of this study in no way proved that 

high residential densities caused social disorganization. To state 

that density or crowding caused social disorganization would be to over

look other social and psychological factors which could and undoubtedly 

did play a major role in determining the social effects of density and 

crowding. Perhaps any relationship between density and social disorgan

ization or crowding and social disorganization could have been overcome 

by better urban and dwelling unit design or changes in social and 

socialization processes— perhaps not.

This study did show though that high residential densities and 

social disorganization were related and that the common sense assump

tion that only crowding effects rates of social disorganization should 

be questioned and seriously studied. Hopefully, officials of the City 

of Tucson and Pima County will, before embarking on an urban design 

policy calling for high residential density development, conduct their 

own research and studies of the social effects of density and crowding.



APPENDIX

STATISTICAL RESULTS

This appendix contains the results of this study. Simple and 

partial correlation coefficients as well as their significance are 
shown.

All variables are defined in Method of Study section; variable

abbreviations are listed below:

POP = Percent populations 
RACE = Black population 
INCOME = Mean income
0DEN1 = One dwelling unit per structure
ODEN2 = Two dwelling units per structure
ODEN3 = Three to four dwelling units per structure
0DEN4 « Five to forty-nine dwelling units per structure
ODENS = Fifty or more dwelling units per structure
MDEN = Median density
PPRA or 0CRW1 = 1.00 or fewer persons per room
PPRB or 0CRW2 = 1.01 to 1.51 persons per room
PPRC or 0CRW3 = 1.51 or more persons per room
MCRD = Median crowding
MURDER a* Criminal homicide
RAPE = Forcible rape
ROBBERY = Robbery
ASSAULT = Assault
BURGLARY = Burglary
LARCENY = Larceny
CARTHEFT = Automobile theft
CRIME = Total crime
DRUNKS as Problem drinking

21
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FILE OONAHOE (CREATION DATE » 11/13/72 I THESIS

K E N 0 A L L C O R R E L A T I 0 N o o PI n. C I E N T S - -
variable VARIABLE • VARIABLE VARIABLE VARIABLE VARIABLE
PAIR PAIR PAIR PAIR PAIR PAIR

ODENl -,0976 ODENl -.2365 ODENl -.3335 ODENl -.0796. ODENl -.28*6 ODENl -.1325
WITH N< 43) WITH N( 43) WITH Nt 43) WITH Nt 43) WITH Nt *3) WITH Nt 43)
MURDER SIO .179 RAPE SIO .013 ROBBERY SIO .001 ASSAULT SIO .226 BURGLARY SIG .004 LARCENY SIO .106

ODENl -.1752 ODENl -.2152 ODENl -.2337 OOEN2 .07*9 ODEN2 .2813 0DEN2 .2931
WITH N ( 43) WITH N ( 43) WITH N ( 43) WITH Nt 43) WITH Nt 43) WITH N( *3)
CARTHEFT SI6 .0*9 CRIME SIO .021 DRUNKS SIO .014 MURDER SIO .2*0 RAPE SIG .004 ROBBERY SIG .003

ODEN2 .0707 0DEN2 .1649 ODEN2 -.0614 ODEN2 .0951 0DEN2 .1001 00EN2 .3319
WITH N ( 43) WITH N( 43) WITH N< 43) WITH N( 43) WITH Nt 43) WITH Nt 43)
ASSAULT SIO .252 BURGLARY SIO .060 LARCENY SIO .281 o JU A n -4 SIO .185 CRIME SIO .173 DRUNKS SIG .001

ODENS .0976 ODENS .3498 ODENS .3029 ODENS ,0823 ODENS .1852 ODENS ,0758
WITH N ( 43) WITH M ( 43) WITH N ( 43) WITH N( *3) WITH Nt 43) WITH Nt 43)
MURDER SIO .179 RAPE SIO .001 ROBBERY SIO .003 ASSAULT SIO .219 BURGLARY SIO .0*1 LARCENY SIG .237

ODENS .1644 ODENS .1758 ODENS .3251 ODEN4 .0397 0DEN4 .1081 00EN4 .2*6*
WITH N ( 43) WITH N< 43) WITH N ( 43) WITH Nt 43) WITH Nt 43) WITH Nt 43)
CARTHEFT SIO .061 CRIME SIO .049 DRUNKS SIO .002 MURDER SIO .354 RAPE SIG .15* ROBBERY SIG .010

0DEN4 .0104 0DEN4 .2518 0DEN4 .2221 0DEN4 .2383 ODEN4 .2379 0DEN4 .1121
WITH N( 43) WITH N ( 43) WITH N< 43) WITH Nt 43) WITH Nt 43) WITH N ( 43)
ASSAULT SIO .461 BURGLARY SIO .00? LARCENY SIO .018 CARTHEFT SIO .013 CRIME SIG .013 DRUNKS SIG .1*5

ODENS .1614 ODENS .1579 ODENS .2997 ODENS -.0013 ODENS .2602 ODENS .3785
WITH N ( 43) WITH N ( 43) WITH N < 43) WITH Nt 43) WITH N( 43) WITH N( 43)
MURDER SIO .06* RAPE SIO .06? ROBBERY SIO .003 ASSAULT SIO .496 BURGLARY SIO .007 LARCENY SIG .001

ODENS .2060 ODENS .2971 ODENS —.0661 PPRA -*1464 PPRA -.0078 PPRA .0*67
WITH N ( *3) WITH N( 43) WITH N ( 43) WITH N ( 43) WITH Nt 43) WITH N( 43)
CARTHEFT SIO .020 CRIME SIO .003 drunks SIO .267 MURDER SIG ,084 RAPE SIO .471 ROBBERY SIO .330

PPRA -.0*05 PPRA .2779 PPRA .3842 PPRA .1261 PPRA .2640 PPRA -.313*
WITH NI *3) WITH N ( 43) WITH N ( 43) WITH N ( 43) WITH Nt 43) WITH Nt 43)
ASSAULT SIO .351 BURGLARY SIO .005 LARCENY SIO .001 CARTHEFT SIG .117 CRIME SIG .007 DRUNKS SIG .002



TUCSON DENSITY STUDY
FILE DONAHOE (CREATION DATE ■ 11/13/72 ) THESIS
--------------------- - K E N D A L L  C O R R E L A
VARIABLE VARIABLE- VARIABLE
PAIR PAIR PAIR

PPR8 -.0580 PPR9 -.1639 PPRB -.0946
WITH N ( *3) WITH N ( 43) WITH NC 43)
MURDER SIO .292 RAPE SIG .061 robbery SIG .186

PPRB .1531 PPRB .1644 PPRB .0721
WITH N ( *31 WITH N ( 43) WITH N( 43)
cartheft SIG .075 CRIME SIG .061 DRUNKS SIG .248

PPRC ,6057 PPRC .1996 PPRC .0201
WITH N ( *3) WITH N( 43) WITH N( 43)
ASSAULT SIG .001 BURGLARY SIG .030 LARCENY SIG .425

MOEN .0610 MOEN .2417 MDEN .3175
WITH N ( 43) WITH N ( 43) WITH Nt 43)
MURDER SIG .283 RAPE SIG .012 robbery SIG .002

MOEN .2377 MDEN .2440 MDEN .1606
WITH Nt 431 WITH N( 43) WITH Nt 43)
CARTHEFT SIG .013 CRIME SIG .Oil DRUNKS SIG .065

MCRD .0405 MCRD .2668 MCRD .3664
WITH Nt 43) WITH N ( 43) WITH Nt 43)
ASSAULT SIG .351 BURGLARY SIO .006 LARCENY SIG .001

11/13/72 PAGE 3

I O N C 0 E F F I C I E N T S ---
VARIABLE VARIABLE VARIABLE
PAIR PAIR PAIR

PPRB .439f PPRR .0024 PPRB .0412
WITH NC 43) WITH NC 43) WITH Nt 43)
assault SIG .001 BURGLARY SIG .219 LARCENY SIG .3*9

PPRC #0566 PPRC .0638 PPRC .2009
WITH N( 43) WITH NC 43) WITH N( *3)
MURDER SIG .297 RAPE SIG .274 ROBBERY SIO .029

PPRC .2999 PPRC .2614 PPRC .40*2
WITH NC 43) WITH NC 43) WITH Nt 43)
CARTHEFT SIG .003 CRIME SIG .007 DRUNKS SIG .001

MOEN .0544 MOEN .2646 MDEN .2060
WITH NC 43) WITH NC 43) WITH Nt 43)
assault SIG .304 BURGLARY SIG .007 LARCENY SIG ,026

MCRD -.1647 MCRD -.0598 MCRD .003*
WITH NC 43) WITH N( 43) WITH N ( 43)
MURDER SIG .060 RAPE SIG .287 ROBBERY SIG .488

MCRD .1261 MCRD .2618 MCRD -.2979
WITH Nt 43) WITH NC 43) WITH N ( 43)
CARTHEFT SIG .117 CRIME SIG .007 DRUNKS SIG .003



. - - . - - . . - - - . - - P A R T I A L  C O R R E L A

TUCSON DENSITY STUDY
FILE DONAHOE (CREATION DATE ■ 11/13/72 ) THESIS

controlling for.. POP •
CONTROLLING FOR.. INCOME -

CONTROLLING for.. RACE
CONTROLLING for.. MCRO

variable
PAIR

variable
PAIR

variable
PAIR

MDEN el176 
WITH DF s 41 
MURDER SIG .227

MDEN
WITH
RAPE

.1897 
DF a 41
SIG .112

MDEN .4531 
WITH DF s 41 
ROBBERY SIO .002

MDEN ..3061 WITH DF ■ 41 
CARTrtEFT SIG .023

MDENWITH
CRIME

.4985 
DF ■ 41
SIG .001

MDEN .1363 WITH DF ■ 41 
DRUNKS SIG .192

I O N  C O E F F I C I E N T S - - - - - - - - - -

11/13/72 PAOE 42

VARIABLE VARIABLE VARIABLE
PAIR PAIR PAIR

MDEN . •3504 MDEN .4329 MDEN • 4641
WITH DF a n WITH DF ■ 41 WITH DF a 41
ASSAULT SIG ,011 BURGLARY SIG .002 LARCENY SIG .001



TUCSON DENSITY STUDY
FILE DONAHOE (CREATION DATE ■ 11/13/72 ) THESIS

11/13/72 PAGE 25

P A R T I A L C 0 R K L L A T I 0 N c o e r r x C l  E N T S  - - -
CONTROLLING FOR.. POP
CONTROLLING FOR., INCOME
CONTROLLING FOR.. RACE
CONTROLLING FOR.. MDEN

variable VARIABLE variable VARIABLE VARIABLE VARIABLE
PAIR PAIR PAIR PAIR PAIR PAIR

MCRO -.1350 MCRO .2389 MCRO .3233 MCRO -.1256 MCRO .10*7 MCRO .128*
WITH DF « Al WITH DF ■ 41 WITH DF • 41 WITH OF m 41 WITH DF m *1 WITH DF » *1
MURDER SIG .19* RAPE SIG .062 ROBBERY SIG .018 assault SIG .212 BURGLARY SIG .253 LARCENY SIG .206

MCRO .0197 MCRO .0883 MCRO -.2060
WITH DF ■ Al WITH DF ■ 41 WITH DF ■ 41
CARTHEFT SIG .451 CRIME SIG .287 DRUNKS SIG .093

ho
U l



- - - - - - - - - - . . - - . P A R T I A L  C O R R E L A T I O N  C O E F F
CONTROLLING FOR.. POP
CONTROLLING FOR.. INCOME
CONTROLLING FOR.. RACE -
CONTROLLING FOR.. McRO

TUCSON DENSITY STUDY
FILE OONAHOE (CREATION DATE • 11/13/72 ) THESIS

VARIABLE
PAIR

ODEN1 -.1032
WITH DF s 41
MURDER SIG .256

OOEN1 -.2914
WITH OF 8 4 1
CARTHEFT SIG .029

ODEN2 -.1207
WITH • OF 8 41
ASSAULT SIG .221

00EN3 .1476
WITH DF e 41
MURDER SIG .173

ODEN3 .2593
WITH DF 8 41
CARTHEFT SIG .047

ODEN* .2110
WITH OF 8 41
ASSAULT SIG .088

ODENS .1913
WITH DF 8 41
MURDER SIG .110

ODENS .2623
WITH OF a 41
CARTHEFT SIG .0*5

VARIABLE
PAIR

ODEN1 ' -.2137
WITH OF s 41
RAPE SIG .085

ODENI -.4805
WITH OF % 4l
CRIME SIG .001

0DEN2 ,2039
WITH OF e 41
BURGLARY SIG .095

0DEN3 ,4005
WITH OF ■ 41
RAPE SIG ,004

0DEN3 .4787
WITH OF 8 *1
CRIME SIG .001

0DEN4 .2756
WITH DF 8 41
BURGLARY SIG .037

ODENS .1803
WITH OF 8 41
RAPE SIG .12*

ODENS .5356
WITH OF ■ *1
crime SIG .001

VARIABLE
PAIR

ODENI -.*033
WITH DF a 41
ROBBERY SIG .00*

ODENI -.1852
WITH OF a *1
DRUNKS SIG .118

ODEN2 -.010*
WITH DF a 41
LARCENY SIG .*7*

OOEN3 .2683
WITH DF a 41
ROBBERY SIG .041

00EN3 .2211WITH DF a 41
DRUNKS SIG .078

ODEN* .2939
WITH OF a 41
LARCENY SIG .028

ODENS .5757
WITH OF a 41
robbery SIG .001

ODENS —.0958
WITH OF a *1
DRUNKS SIG .271

VARIABLE
PAIR

ODENI -.311*WITH DF a 4f
ASSAULT SIG .022

ODEN2 .0371*
WITH DF a *1
MURDER SIG .*07

ODEN2 .02*1"
WITH OF  ̂ *1
CARTHEFT SIG .439

OOEN3 .3*6{
WITH DF a *1
ASSAULT SIG .012

ODEN* .0206
WITH OF a *j
MURDER SIG .4*8

ODEN* .2*73
WITH DF a *i
CARTHEFT' SIG .055

ODENS .4367
WITH OF a *1
assault SIG .002

11/13/72 PAGE 61

VARIABLE VARIABLE
PAIR PAIR

ODENI -.4372 ODENI -.4182
WITH DF a *1 WITH OF a 41
BURGLARY SIG .002 LARCENY SIG .003

00EN2 • 1627 0DEN2 -.0511
WITH DF ■ 41 WITH OF a 41
RAPE SIG .149 robbery SIG .373

00EN2 ' .1120 ODEN2 .1316
WITH DF s 41 WITH OF s 41
CRIME SIG .238 DRUNKS SIG .201

0DEN3 .4155 ODEN3 .4091
WITH DF s 41 WITH OF a 41
burglary SIG .003 LARCENY SIG .004

ODEN* .0705 ODEN4 .2872
WITH DF s 41 WITH OF a *1
RAPE SIG .327 ROBBERY SIG .031

ODEN* .3127 0DEN4 .2106
WITH DF 8 41 WITH OF a 41
CRIHE SIG .021 DRUNKS SIG ,088

ODENS .4360 ODENS .5272
WITH OF 8 41 WITH OF b 41
BURGLARY SIG .002 larceny SIG ..001



TUCSON DENSITY STUDY
FILE D0N6H0E (CREATION DATE ■ 11/13/72 ) THESIS

• P A R T I A L C O R R E L A
CONTROLLING FOR.. POP •
CONTROLLING FOR.. INCOME
CONTROLLING FOR.. RACE
CONTROLLING FOR.*. MOEN

VARIABLE
PAIR

VARIABLE
PAIR

VARIABLE
PAIR

OCRW1 -.11*1 
WITH OF » *1 
MURDER SIG .23*

OCRW1
WITH
RAPE

.29*6 
OF • *1
SIG .028

OCRW1
WITH
ROBBERY

.303* 
OF a *1
SIG .02*

OCRwl -.0267 
WITH OF a *1 
CARTHEFT SIG .*33

OCRW1
WITH
CRIME

.0884 
OF a *1
SIG .287

OCRW1
WITH
DRUNKS

-.2050 
OF a *1
SIG .09*

OCRW2 ,6922 
WITH OF a 41 
ASSAULT SIG .001

0CRW2 -.2*59 
WITH OF a 41 
BURGLARY SIG .056

0CRW2WITH
LARCENY

-.1097 
OF a 41
SIG .2*2

OCRW3 .1571 
WITH OF a *1 
MURDER SIS .158

OCRW3
WITH
RAPE

-.1276 
OF a *1
SIG .208

0CRW3
WITH
ROBBERY

.1575 
OF a *1
SIG ,157

OCRW3 .3058 
WITH OF a *1 
CARTHEFT SIG .02*

OCRW3
WITH
CRIME

.1362 
OF a *1
SIG .192

OCRW3
WITH
DRUNKS

.3009 
OF a *1
SIG .025

I O N  C O E F F I C I E N T S -  - - —  - - - -

11/13/72 PAOE 79

VARIABLE VARIABLE VARIABLE
PAIR PAIR PAIR

OCRW1 -.30*9 OCRW1 .1629 OCRWi .1*70
WITH OF a *1 WITH OF a *1 WITH DF • *1
ASSAULT SIG .02* BURGLARY SIG .149 LARCENY SIG .17*

0CRW2 -.0318 0CRW2 -.2810 OCRW2 -.03*3
WITH DF a 41 WITH DF « 41 WITH OF a *1
MURDER SIG .*20 RAPE SIG .034 ROBBERY SIG .*1*

0CRW2 .1617 0CRW2 -.0293 0CRW2 .0638
WITH OF a 41 WITH DF a 41 WITH OF a *1
CARTHEFT' SIG .151 CRIME SIG .427 DRUNKS SIG .3*3

OCRW3 .6673 0CRW3 -.1110 0CRW3 -.0091
WITH OF a *i WITH DF a 41 WITH OF a *1
assault SIG .001 BURGLARY SIG .240 LARCENY SIG .*77
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